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I have a bumper issue - maybe it was everyone' s ·end of an era' mood - but here we have
so many diverse topics. I have to single out George Frampton's labour of love in the
Molly "Who's Who". I have made it a central article in case anyone wants to remove just
that section for posterity. It also made it very easy to choose the cover design and I have
to thank Andy Holditch for excelling himself with a design for me this time . Not just one
design but several. I was spoilt for choice - but then Andy is familiar with the Seven
Champions, who have done so much to raise awareness of Molly .
Sidmouth sparked off ( as it often does) - the query of "why did you want to ... ...?",.in
this case seeing the Stepback show, masterminded by Antony John Allen. I love watching
Appalachian - I wish I had known of it twenty years ago as I'm sure I would have tried it,
but now my legs are only just about fit for morris. He has some very interesting ideas
about the fusion of "cultures".
We also have an excellent review of the show,
"Flashback", which was performed at Sidmouth to an arena full of morris persons - on
reading it, I'm sure if you weren 't there,you'd wish you had been .
On a completely different tack I read recently that an ergonomist working on less
damaging computer keyboards for typing has found that an accordian-style (upright)
arrangement allows more freedom of movement since wrists are kept vertical and have
less risk of developing carpal tunnel syndrome . So all you morris musicians are staying
healthy!
Best wishes for this year - and keep sending in your thoughts . For anyone who hasn't
made the connection, I have retired from the post of Secretary of the Morris Federation ;
after seven years it seemed like the right time to go - so I should ( in theory!!) be able to
collate Morris Matters on a slightly less panicky timescale .
Beth
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On Boxing Day 1999 we will remember an incident 100 years ago when the past met the
future. Although the truth is more complex, without that one occasion it is unlikely that
any morris, other than perhaps the Carnival Troupes, would have survived or have been
recreated . The limited links to the "historical traditions" are treasured , but for whatever is
owed in inspiration, the current forms are modern in all their aspects . The last traditional
cycle was finally interrupted by the mass killings of WWI . The current one is a post
WWII creation, combined with discovery of many dances and dead traditions , their
reconstructions in a new environment and the flowering again of creativity within the
idioms, even where there were no traditional practitioners to guide on style and character
of performance.
Once the morris had novelty value as a relic, though the variety was severely limited, it
was easily identified. Now we have clubs with large repertoires of contrasting , multisourced dances. Today the morris appears so common and so diverse that it is an accepted
part of culture that no longer needs to be "understood" . It can be an object of fun, a
typical English response to things truly cared about. What is more, there are groups that
intend to be more than an entertainment , seeking originality rather than being
"traditional ". Present sides do not have an historical perspective ; why should they, it has
little relevance even when they claim continuity. They may perpetuate historical myths to
questioners , although why they should says more about the image projected by the 20th
century "revival".
There are two linked issues; what does morris do for the performers and what for the
watchers . People join a morris for a variety of personal needs and satisfactions ; the club
has to balance all these, thus each team will be different. Do foremen or sides ever talk
about this, or think about the inherent quality of the morris and what they can expect to get
from it? For some it is the pursuit of excellence, for others the generous rhythmic
movement provides its own magic; they may not feel the need of an audience. But the
morris exists for performance , to be a happening , an event or an occasion and should not
be reduced to just an evening out from home. The watchers add another dimension . By
the choice of dance, costume and behaviour , most teams project an image which implicitly
recognises having spectators .
The morris is a living folk art, done today for primarily the inner feeling it develops in the
performers and not for any community objective. This feeling has to be enough to carry
them through a long practice season. The dances have been "given back" in the sense
that they are now widely danced outside their original home territories by ordinary people,
but in a modem environment. They have not returned to the communities, but recent
research suggests that such involvements were always the exceptions and that the concept
was an Edwardian illusion. Supposedly, for it to be "traditional ", people had to grow up
and grow old knowing that it was there, and could be expected on its proper day, now an
impractical criterion. The morris was always an addition, not a centrepiece, but the
involvement was always rewarding .
The morris is not subservient to organisation , at its best it is mischievous , irreverent and
interactive , hence the common dislike of the distancing principle of paid engagements .
Even the traditional mummers recognised two production standards, one for the street and
the other in the private house . Yet still the teams remain isolated and basically inward
3
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looking , as the unavoidable common dynamic of the social relationships within a small
group working as a team. People commonly "grow" through involvement with the
morris , but forget to upgrade the club dynamics, in the same manner as teams seldom
revisit and improve their first learning dances.
The standard of dancing has hardly improved over the years, but that state is often
justified by appeal to some ill-defined process, not by learning from better examples.
However there never was a golden age. The teams Cecil Sharp saw were thought to be
nothing special , but the morris concept appeared to have promise, which it still does , in
terms of skill, self expression and enjoyment within the reach of ordinary people. There
will be little further progress because the morris ' role and its rewards , not being
articulated, are difficult to explain, let alone amplify . Do standards matter? Is it enough to
enjoy it and amuse the crowd? An unstructured approach is all too common , there is a
woeful ignorance of the underlying basics.
Sides do not grow up in an environment inheriting good practices and attitudes and there
is no proper mechanism existing for learning or obtaining help and advice. Every side
appears to learn them from scratch, rather than starting from some established common
position, as do all other activities which involve training. But to change it could put the
morris on a par with the continental folk troupes with their over-emphasis on roots and
preservation. The morris is a heritage to be used, not frozen and institutionalised. But
what on earth is special about the association with the supposed age of morris?

It does not help that the intrinsic appeal of the morris is such that older dancers can truly
care and become concerned over any reflection on it from poor behaviour or performance .
Too often published comment is one-sided and rooted in the authors' past. The innovators
seldom have time to write, yet they have the long term greater influence . All modern
changes started somewhere and if they had been choked off there would be no morris.
There must be room for the less usual groups, as long as they are not slavishly imitated .
The broader the base the more the niches that will exist. The poor ideas will die away
naturally within a few years and their negative impact can only be a local setback. A
danger, so often met in the folk press, is the premature praise of new trends which after
a few years are all but forgotten, although the lack of judgement by the announcer and
followers may not be . Leave the cutting edge alone, it will be naturally survival of the
fittest!
Is all well? Some things had to change, the "show" , the revival ' s "demonstration" had
no traditional guidelines , because that was not the way the dances were used. What are
the signs of unease, that is, the attempts to improve? The new dances : invention and
"borrowing" was always a part of the tradition, but the complexities introduced now are
often apt to appeal to the dancers , not to the audience . The advent of the massed
musicians is another change , but volume does not equal better . Little thought is given to
the quality of the music and its fitness for the idiom, yet there cannot be good dance
without sympathetic music . There is excessive and often pointless noise from the dancers,
yells should be enhancers of an atmosphere already being generated , not an initiator,
because it puts off the spectators. It is even rehearsed! Is the morris reacting, as are
many sports struggling for new images , to regain lost supporters by altering the game? If
so, there is something widespread happening in our society . However we have to take
seriously the instinctive responses to it of our ordinary dancers.
4
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It is difficult to suggest such a universal issue without considering the common faults
sides exhibit which could be part of the coming downfall. There exist poor PR, bad
timekeeping, being organised by the older leaders to suit the middle aged dancers,
forgetting to give newcomers the same exciting environment as they had at their start, and
not stepping back from control when there are younger dancers. This must be tempered
with recognising that some people are born leaders but that the longer someone rules, the
more likely it is that they cannot be followed . Unfortunately the regular change of club
officers ensures a conservative, not necessarily healthy, environment
Many sides share outings with guests, presumably to generate an interest and have an
audience, although frequently they do not watch each other between their own dances.
Since when did any side have a post-mortem on what the guests did, in order to learn
something from them? Is there anything better seen that teams should do? Unfortunately ,
but not surprisingly, clubs continue out just as they do at private practice. I thought that
everyone knew that the habits and behaviour at practice sessions got carried over into
public display. Do the inactive dancers ever watch their own team at practice, or do they
just socialise? Just look at what happens between dances. Why do they think they are
invisible and inaudible? Do they consider the impact of their own ''body language" on the
spectators? Attention is seldom given to other flaws that undermine audience interest, the
lack of showmanship, distracting casual chatting, standing in front of the audience and the
lowest common denominator - noise of massed instruments .
But there is a major disturbing trend . It is my experience that a new problem is appearing
with the regular evening out. Some pubs are packed with young drinkers, but most are
either restaurants or near empty. Good spots are now hard to find and teams travel miles
for them. Pubs are not as social as formerly. The issue is not the intrinsic merit of the
morris but the absence of watchers. That it is an ancient art is not enough reason today for
expecting outsiders to be automatically interested . The future of the morris is probably
that it is to be ignored, so that the impulse to dance gradually fades. I give it fifty years at
most in England, as so many folk activities appear to go in century-long cycles. The
second half of the next century could still have a "morris" but not as we know it. Society
changes and a stable morris will find it is not relevant. It happens all the time. We must
consider what the morris' role is and how to present the morris as natural.
It should be, "It ' s England in summer and it's cricket and morris"
RoyDommett
July 1999
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What does Appalachian Folk Clog have to do with Cotswold Morris? After all, at first
sight, they seem to be poles apart. The answer is simple. "Nothing whatsoever". This
could be a short article, but your peripheral vision will already have told you I can write
reams about nothing.
The "Stepback" show at Sidmouth 1999 was an eclectic mix of Appalachian and Morris
and English clog and a whole lot more (as we have to say when the sentence starts to get
too long and we have to truncate the list somewhere otherwise we have to credit the
caretaker because without him, well it wouldn't have been possible). This show was really
just a reprise of the stage shows that were the culmination of the Stepback Project, so I'd
better take a step back here.
Early in 1998 Broken Ankles were appearing at the Footloose Festival in Matlock, and
while there Ross Allen and I provided the dance demonstration for a musical talk by Mike
Preston of 'Same Train Different Teapot'. The idea was to show how an English tune can
travel to America and back changing all the while. He selected a tune collected in the
Appalachians for Ross to freestyle to and then played the same tune slowed and with the
dotted rhythms of the Morris for me to dance a jig . As such it worked wonderfully and the
tune was well chosen. For me it went into a bit of a decline when we realised that he was
warming so much to his topic that he started to prove that the Appalachian dance was
founded entirely on the Cotswold Morris on the strength of the versatility of this one tune.
It was at this point that Ross leaned across and whispered "we're going to be lynched" .
This, however, is a blind alley; it really all started earlier.
Back in 1997 Broken Ankles got an A4E Express Lottery grant to spend a year working
ourselves nearly to death, for which we were truly grateful. It was one of those 'do
everything and change the world' exercises that I'm prone to embark upon when there's a
lull in the conversation. Firstly it allowed us to teach some classes in Morris and
Appalachian to first year dance and performance arts students at Brighton University and
Chichester College. The idea was to show the arts establishment that English dance roots
(and its derivatives) were important elements for any serious student of dance. The
students loved it, the tutors enthused, and then everything went back to 'normal' . They'll
be hearing from me again, I don't give up that easily. The second thrust was to get new
audiences for Folk Dance. This involved putting on a stage show at a couple of serious
theatres without using the F-word in any publicity, and producing a PR image that might
make real people want to pay to see it.
We glibly referred to it as "taking the Morris off the streets and putting it on the stage
where it can make a different life for itself''. Shades of the Big Issue for Morris dancers.
At the same time of course the Outside Capering Crew were putting it back on the streets
to make a different life for itself. In some strange way we were both doing the same thing
and exploring what was always there.
To be honest, we used the Appalachian as a hook to get audiences in so that we could
show them the English traditions on stage as a serious dance form. It worked ( do you
detect any bias here?), people even admitted that they went to the shows to see Broken
Ankles , but left talking about The Morris.
6
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As a 'well known' Appalachian team we might have been a little unnerved about that,
except that we have a confession to make. Many of us consider ourselves first and
foremost Morris Dancers who also dance with a good Appalachian team. When Ankles
was formed 13 years ago local people asked why we wanted to dance American, why not
something English! Times change. The Appalachian is something we do and enjoy, and
when you charge a fee - as we always do - you need to be professional about it and worth
your money.
The Morris is something we do because it has to be done, and we do it with passion (hence
I always capitalise the 'T' in The Morris). Even Ross, who is perhaps the best known
figure in Appalachian dance in the UK, has danced The Morris on and off for fifteen years
- longer than he's danced Appalachian. In fact, of the 14 Morris dancers in Stepback, 4
learnt from scratch in the year; the rest already danced with various sides, including Ann
Arbor, Bantam Cocks, Brighton, Chanctonbury Ring, Cuckoo's Nest, Ditchling , Kemp's
Men, Mr Jorrocks , Shepherd's Crown, Sompting, Sussex University, Taunton Dean .
Having committed ourselves to a stage show we needed to produce new material that
worked on a stage. At this point , enter Chris Wood, stage left. While we were getting
our grant, Chris had been exploring the Morris Music. He was convinced that the tunes
were underrated by the music establishment and that there was lots of depth to explore.
After playing the tunes purely for their musicality, he got the inevitable question of, "it's
all very well, but does it still 'dance'?" He taped a jam session with Ian Carr, and asked
Gail Duff to whom he should send the tape . I got lucky. I also got rather excited, because
the tunes all still 'danced', but no longer as the same traditions. In fact, Idbury Hill worked,
but not as any tradition I knew - so I wrote something. We met up at Gail's house as a half
way point , and it's her fault that the Idbury Hill dance got its strange phrasing . Because of
Gail the 'slow over' takes off on the last beat of a phrase and lands on the first beat of the
next phrase .
It became inevitable that Chris joined the show and that much of the new material was
written around his playing. This left only the traditional element to complete, and since
Dan Quinn was my musician in 'Shepherd's Crown' , and they don't come any more
traditional (or better) than Dan, the choice was obvious.
We removed the bells and the ribbons from The Morris to allow the audiences to look at
the dance underneath the ritual; it also focuses the dancer's mind when there's nothing to
hide behind. The bells are like a really obvious false beard - you know it' s there , but you
still don't remember the face underneath. To take Morris to mainstream dancers and say,
"this is a really powerful dance form" you have to let them see it unadorned.
Having done that we're now going to be forced to retrace our steps and take the same
dances out to Morris events with the bells and ribbons to prove it really is the real thing.
The style we dance is the same as I learnt 27 years ago when I first joined Chanctonbury
Ring . I was taught by Paul Setford, Dick Playall and Eddie Upton (yes he was a Morris

dancer back then, and a very good one), so I was a Morris Ring dancer in my formative
years, and Albion Morris were my role models! Frighteningly, with the show 'Flashback'
on Sidmouth's Arena this year, some dancers out there failed to recognise our new
material with Chris Wood as Morris at all. Now begins the tedious slog of going out and
saying "no, really, it is real Morris and we do know what we're doing, honest" .
7
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The Appalachian did give us some insight into working The Morris on a stage. Because
team Appalachian (as opposed to solo freestyle) is entirely modern and Penny (Allen)
choreographed our material, we had some experience to draw on. The first thing we did
was to spend an entire 3-hour rehearsal session letting the dancers experiment with
dancing the Morris and Appalachian together . Nothing worked. Absolutely nothing
worked. It was dire. In the end we used English Clog to draw out the rhythms in The
Morris and Irish hard shoe to echo the clog, and the Appalachian remained aloof
The strength of the Appalachian is the speed of the music and percussive stepping, but the
power of Morris on a stage is ground speed. We played the contrast for all it was worth .
The Morris can go from an empty stage to a full set in one bar of music, and then later
clear to the wings again in a single bar. The sharpness of these entrances then permitted us
to leave the stage empty for one bar when changing dancers (mid dance) ; this gave space
and punctuation. Never underestimate the power of doing nothing . The rest was just doing
the obvious ; opening the dances out to the front, shortening traditional dances and
removing the bits where you bend down with your bum towards the audience (though
Penny says "never underestimate the ritual power of men's bums") .
Audiences have a very short attention span having been brought up on sound bites and
compilations of clips from the best of TV's best bits . In a pub garden with a pint in hand
they'll tolerate all the long dances because they aren't watching anyway. We all know that
you have to do your best dance first at an Ale because even the other teams only watch the
first dance to see who you are. The rest of the time is spent drinking, chatting and deciding
what you're going to do next and who's in it (well that's what I do).
On stage you have their undivided attention and you'd better do something with it. When
you or I work out a dance with our draughts pieces or toy soldiers or whatever; we can
only manage to think one thing at a time, and even a hey is pretty difficult without a friend
or two to help. A theatre or camera audience at this point exceeds you in every degree,
they can hear the development of the tune, they can listen to the rhythms and they can
watch the whole stage for pattern work and soloists at once. With this to work for, the
dance can only get richer.
So, what has Appalachian to do with The Morris? Not a lot. Then what has Broken Ankles
to do with the Morris? We'll see.
Anthony John Allen
November1999
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Bac_kground
Back in the early 1980s, I found myself part of the Research Group of the Morris
Federation. Sue Swift chaired the half a dozen or so meetings that I attended, which
comprised such luminaries as Keith Chandler, Mike Heaney and others, from whom I
gained much inspiration. Barely before I had began on such in-depth research into Plough
Monday and Molly dancing, Sue had suggested that one job that we in the Group could
do, was to update Alex Helm, Chris Cawte et al's 'Geographical Distribution' survey
published in the 1960 Journal of the English Folk Dance and Song Society .
As I remember it, both Keith and Mike declared themselves to have had too much on their
proverbial plate already. As for me, having recently associated myself with the Seven
Champions molly dancers, I thought that the least I could contribute , was to do for Molly
dancing and the East Anglian tradition , what Keith and Mike were doing in the South
Midlands . So it was that I began, culminating in the booklet - advertised elsewhere in this
magazine (Editor ' s Note: see Noticeboard) - entitled More Honoured in the Breach than
the Observance, a.k.a . Frampton's millennial project!
Not that I had any training as a social scientist, I thought to produce a directory of
traditional performers in the manner that Keith Chandler did in these pages in 1980 and
1981 over four issues in the days when Morris Matters was a quarterly function. His 'A
Biographical Index to Traditional Morris Dancers , Fools and Musicians' served as a
template for future work at the peak of my own enthusiasm . Fortunately at that time, I
worked within ten minutes walk of Somerset House, and just over five minutes walk from
St Catherine's House in London , so any genealogical research was going to be easier for
me than someone living in Aspatria!
To cut a long story short, I went hammer and tongs at the project for a while, and dropped
it when something else more compelling took over - certainly not sloth on my part! As I
recall it, the 1891 Census was due to be released and my intention was to update the data
already collected. But as it happened, a number of self-appointed commissions arose including More Honoured ... , and the project was put on the back-burner . Today, I am
researching all things relating to Musical Tradition in Kent, so deem it unlikely that this
incredibly time-consuming task will ever be complete .
That said, I recall Keith introducing his corresponding project a long time ago at a
researchers' group meeting near Newbury which was chaired by Roly Brown , saying how
such a survey could be useful as a tool for himself and others wishing to extend research
along family history lines, perhaps to discover more names, identify photographs , other
facts within living memor y, etc . etc .

To coincide with the publication of More Honoured ... , I thought it best to declare my
interest and past endeavours along these lines. I know of at least one researcher who has
based her doctoral research on Plough Monday studies - citing my own published works.
9
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Today, the Office for National Statistics has amalgamated with the Census Office
(formerly in Chancery Lane) to form the Family Records Centre based at Clerkenwell which is just over twenty minutes walk from where I work, thus making ongoing studies
less attractive and even more time-consuming.
This article is an incomplete 'warts and all' guide for anyone else to pursue such work either for a doctoral thesis, academic paper, anything . I have updated it slightly in writing
this some eight years after I had last looked at it. The first draft included mumpers and
plough witch actors who used little or no dance or music by way of performance , and
comprised 142 names . This directory was whittled down from that to include only known
Molly dancers, musicians and those involved with the Straw Bear custom of Ramsey and
Whittlesey - a paltry 80 personalities to biograph at Colindale and/or elsewhere . Please
cite my name with suitable reverence, and good luck!

The Index
The birth date cited is based mainly on the 1881 Census returns. Any date of death cited
has been obtained from Wills and Admons indexes collated with Deaths indexes at the
Family Research Centre . Most of the occupations of those listed can be assumed to be as
agricultural labourers . Musicians would have the wherewithal to purchase a musical
instrument, and are therefore artisans, gipsies or other peripatetic labourers, or even
farmers themselves! In some cases, the occupation has changed with circumstances over
time , although this wouldn't necessarily be manifest in either Census returns or newspaper
obituaries .

w
Adlams, Warren ; bqm 1872
Swavesey/Over
Musician (flute) for Molly dancers
L.M. Mumby , Fen and Upland (1961, Swavesey Village College)
Anll..er, Mr .
Whittlesey
Straw bear keeper

Cambridgeshire Times & March Gazette, 14 Jan 1887
notes: the 1881 Census cites 7 eligible candidates for Mr. Anker. If it is assumed that he,
as keeper, might have been an older gentleman with a gift for banter, then John Anker, a
licensed hawker and born in 1842 must be the favourite. Otherwise, there is a choice of
Abraham (born 1851), David (born 1866) and Robert (born 1860) who were all
agricultural labourers, plus two others cited as plate/ayers , and another as a butcher's
assistant.
As 10l iin, 'S~m '

Girton
Molly dancer
Joseph Needham & Arthur Peck , inJEFDSS, 1, 79 (1933)
notes: try as I might, there is no obvious candidate for Sam Asplin who Joseph Needham

described as being "81 in 1930" when he was visited at his Histon Road allotment. 'Sam'
10
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seems to have been a nickname, and correlations between Census returns and the Deaths
Indexes infer Walter Asplen (1858-1936) as the most likely candidate.
lBarber, IHiorace'Viimmy'; died April 1990 aged 75
Little Downham
Molly dancer (with the boys' team)
George Frampton collection
notes: "moved to Stanground"
JBedlfordl,
!Bob
Whittlesey
Straw bear
Cambridgeshire Times &March Gazette, 14 Jan 1887
notes: the 1881 Census gives 3 options on a Robert Bedford, all of whom are equally
eligible. Two are agricultural labourers, one born in 1839, the other in 1858; the third is
described as a farm servant who was born in 1868.
lBeeton, F'ranlk; died 30 Dec1972 aged 85
Balsham
Musician for Molly dancers (melodeon) ; plough gang in 1952
Russell Wortley collection; obituary in Cambridge Independent Press 11 Jan 1973
lBeefon, Rellllben; died 19 Jan 1963 aged 82
Balsham & West Wratting
Musician for Molly dancers (melodeon)
Russell Wortley collection ; obituary in Cambridge Independent Press 1 Feb 1963
JBiilli.ngs, Mr.
Whittlesey
Straw bear keeper
Cambridgeshire Times &March Gazette, 14 Jan 1887
notes: there are 5 options for a Mr . Billings. Using the same criteria as for Mr. Anker
(q.v.), the candidate is more likely to have been George (born 1832), Thomas (born 1858),
George (born 1864) or William (born 1867) in descending order, all described as
agricultural labourers
lBowers,F'redl; died 2 Apr 1965 aged 89
Balsham, Bartlow , Horseheath & Withersfield
Musician for Molly dancers (melodeon , triangle)
Russell Wortley collection; obituary in Cambridge Independent Press, 16 Apr 1965
lBrnggs,F'redl;died Oct-Dec 1947 aged 84
Boxworth ,
Molly dancer
Russell Wortley collection ; obituary in Cambridge Independen t Press, 7 Nov

!Brnggs,Wi.llnarrnborn 1855
Boxworth ,
Musician (fiddle) for Molly dancing
Russell Wortley collection
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notes: the 1881 Census notes the location for agricultural labourer William Briggs to be
Childerley to the south-east of the parish
!Broadlway
, Ja!tllmy; died 28 Febl939 aged 80
Bourn
Musician for Molly dancers (fiddle)
Russell Wortley collection ~obituary in Cambridge Independent Press, 3 Mar 1939
notes: Jimmy Broadway was actually born in Little Downham, but Russell Wortleyfailed
to elicit any memory of him from the residents there. His occupation was a turkey-farmer
at the time of Wortley's visits
!Brown,Clharles
Balsham & Withersfield
Musician for Molly dancers (concertina)
Russell Wortley collection
notes: the 1881 Census cites two possibilities, both agricultural labourers, one born in
1867, the other in 1869
lB.nrge
ss, Wnllnam born 1869
Whittlesey
Straw bear
Cambridgeshire Times & March Gazette, 14 Jan 1887
!Bur 'D.s,Joe

Ely
Molly dancer??
Peterborough Advertiser, 15 January 1910
notes: there is no mention of anyone called Burkis in the 1881 Census for
Cambridgeshire. Attempts were also made to identify him as Joseph Burgess, Purkiss or
Purkis, but without success. There seems an outside chance that he is John Burgiss (born
1859) who is described as a grocer's assistant.
C lh.
aprrna n, 'Gr anny" Wi lli.arm; (born 1867)
Comberton
Lady in Molly dancers
Russell Wortley collection
C oe, H erbert ; died 10 July 1959 aged 76
Fulbourn
Molly dancer
Russell Wortley collection
Constab le, lLen
Stretham
Musician (accordion) for plough witching?

B . Stevens, A Feast of Memories (1989 , Providence)
notes: the 1881 and 1891 Censuses cites no-one of this name in Stretham (or
Cambridgeshire), inferring that he was born after that time. There appear to be three
families bearing the name Constable living in the village in 1881
12
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Cooll;.,,iVnllu
ann; died 19 Jan 1933
Swavesey /Over
Musician (fiddle & cornet) for Molly dancers
L.M. Mumby, Fen and Upland (1961, Swavesey Village College); obituary in Cambridge
Independent Press, 27 Jan 1933
Coolke, Gr umwoodl; died 29 Nov 1952 aged 77
Bartlow, Horseheath
Musician (concertina)
Russell Wortley collection

notes: the 1891 Census and Wortley's notes both describe him as a farmer at Park Farm
Co1miislh,?
Bartlow
Musician (concertina & melodeon) for Molly dancers
Russell Wortley collection

notes: Wortley's notes say "now farms Park Farm". The surnames index for the 1881
Census gives no hint as to his identity. There is no family of that name in this part (or for
that matter any part) of Cambridgeshire or Northern Essex. It is possible that his true
identity is as a relative of the Horseheath grocer David Cornwell (born 1824), but this
hardly seems likely
Cormve ll, Reg; died Mar 1993 aged 72
Little Downham
Molly dancer (with the boys' team)
George Frampton collection
Crane, W iilliiam Les liie 'Les '; died 22 Dec 1982 aged 63

Little Downham
Molly dancer (with the boys' team)
George Frampton collection
Day, Mr .

Whittlesey
Straw bear in 1901-03
Percy Spriggs, communication to Brian Kell , 5 October 1988

notes: there are 5 candidates for Mr. Day in the 1881 Census, the youngest of whom
would have been 50 years of age in 1901I
'Doclkery'

Bourn
Leader of Molly dancers
Russell Wortley collection

notes: this appears to be a nickname or mispronunciation of 'Docwra', which could be
Daniel (died 6 Aug

1931 aged 72) obituary Cambridge Independent

or his brother Stephen (born 1865)
E lsonn, George ; died Dec 1899 aged 76
Willingham
Plough gang? molly dancer?
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Cambridge Independent Press , 12 Jan 1900
Fento n, Georr;e 'D i.zzu.e'; died August 1987 aged 74
Little Downham
Musician (mouth organ) for boys' Molly dance team
George Frampton collection

freema n, Wa lter (born 1873)
Pampisford
Lady for Molly dancers in 1887
Cambridge News, 26 Januaryl963
Ga1lll
ge, Sydney; died Apr-Jun 1947 aged 93

Comberton ,
Molly dancer
Russell Wortley collection
G ibson, lFranlk; died 31 Mar 1964 aged 59
Little Downham
Molly dancer
George Frampton collection
notes: his Christian names are Lewis Thomas Frank
G ibson, Ro nalcllR iclhar.ll; died 21 Mar 1966 aged 45
Little Downham
Molly dancer (with the boys' team)
George Frampton collection
Green, George ; died 7 Dec 1975 aged 80
Little Downham
Musician for Molly dancers (accordion)
Russell Wortley collection
Gr iimdlutc·, Ro ber t ; died 2 Sept 1918 aged 87
Little Downham
Molly dancers : musician (tambourine) and 'treasure man'
Cecil Sharp collection
notes : the 1881 Census describes him as an Ely shopkeeper
IHarriis, J aclk; (born 1840)
Fulbourn
Musician (concertina) for Molly dancing
Russell Wortley collection
notes : the 1881 Census cites him as John Harris, a bricklayer
II-i:I
1lll
ntl ea, C lharlite ; died 3Jan1939 aged 72
Girton
Musician (concertina) for Molly dancing
Russell Wortley collection
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JHl,.mt
ley, Jolhn 'Liclk'
Comberton
Musician (fiddle) for Molly dancing
Russell Wortley collection
notes: described by Wortley as a billiard table repairer who insisted that his surname was
spelt Huntley not Hunt/ea; the 1881 Census refutes this, and the most likely candidate is
James Hunt/ea (born 1858) who is described as a Cambridge musician

Jacobs, Clharlue; died 16 Jan 1956 aged 80
Balsham
Musician (accordion, concertina) for Molly dancers and plough witches
Russell Wortley collection
Kester, Joe ; died 21 Feb 1952 aged 104
Hardwick ,
Molly dancer
Russell Wortley collection; obituary in Cambridge Independent Press, 21 Mar 1952.
notes: there were extensive features on him at his centenary (5 Sep 1947) and succeeding
birthdays after that
Kester, ? (Joe Kester's cousin)
Hardwick,
Molly dancer
Russell Wortley collection
Kester, Mr .
Boxworth
Musician (piano accordion) for Molly dancing
Russell Wortley collection
notes: the 1881 and 1891 Census returns fail to list anyone of this name resident in this or
adjoining parishes, although it is self-evident that there were plenty of Kesters living
within a ten mile radius
lLarlkuns, W;JlitannJaclkson born 1861
Bourn
Molly dancer
Russell Wortley collection
'Long Torm'

Ramsey
Straw bear
Sybil Marshall , A Fenland Chronicle, page 199 (1967 , Cambridge University Press)

lL11!lcas,
Jolhn 'Jaclk'; died 4 August 1900 aged 73
Ely

musician for Molly dancers
Cambridge Chronicle, 11 January 1907

Mattlhews, EJwarJ. (born 1856)
Fen Ditton
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Molly dancer
Russell Wortley collection
M assen, M.F . W i.lli.am; died 21 Oct 1944 aged 58
Dry Drayton,
Morris dancer
Russell Wortley collection ; obituary in Cambridge Independent Press 3 Nov 1944
Moore, Reg (born Jan-Marl915)
Little Downham
Molly dancer (with the boys' team)
George Frampton collection
Ji.clholas, C b.arli.e 'Oxo' ; died 9 Jan 1954 aged 54
Little Downham
Molly dancer
George Frampton collection
Os borne, Mr . (born 1868)
Great Wilbraham
Musician (accordion) for Molly dancing
Russell Wortley collection
notes: the 1881 Census gives 3 possibilities , i.e. Walter Osborn (born 1868); Arthur
Osborn (born 1867) or Thomas Osborne (born 1868)
lPapwortlh, W iilliiam. 'T 'llll
lla'; died Jan-Mar 1946 aged 89
Comberton
Lord of Molly dancers
Russell Wortley collection ; obituary in Cambridge Independent Press , 8 Febl946
IParhiiJ.ge,W i.ll (born 1862)
Ely
Musician for Molly dancers
Cambridge Chronicle , 11 January 1907
IPl'llllm
b , lBi.11
1 ; died 12 Jan 1962 aged 77
Balsham
Molly dancer
Russell Wortley collection ; obituary in Cambridge Independent Press, 19 Jan 1962
IPoHer, Wa lt er (born 1848)
Weston Colville
Musician for Molly dancing
Russell Wortley collection
IPraH, Ezra (born 1867)
Boxworth
Lady in Molly Dance team
Russell Wortley collection
16
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notes: theoretically, the 'Mr. Pratt' listed could equally be Ralph Pratt (born 1866) who
was a groom at Childerley - tempting since William Briggs came from that part of the
parish, rather than Ezra who is listed as the agricultural labourer
lPriigg,George 'Tri.]!)e'; died 2 May 1967 aged 67
Little Downham
Molly for Molly dance team
Russell Wortley collection; George Frampton collection
lPr:ngg, IHL
arry 'Mears' ; died 11 Oct 1946 aged 41
Little Downham before 1930s
Molly dancer
George Frampton collection
lPrror, R nclhardl; died 1 Dec 1933 aged 7 6
Histon
Molly dancer
Joseph Needham & Arthur Peck, in JEFDSS, 1, 79 (1933)
Ro lplh, T lhomas (born 1865) or Edlwvar
dl(born 1869)
Botti sham,
Molly dancer
Russell Wortley collection
notes: Wortley notes him as a Mr. Rolf the 1881 Census return begs to differ
Rowli.ngson, Ern iie; 29 June 1963 aged 81
West Wickham
musician for Molly dancing
Russell Wortley collection; obituary in Cambridge Independent Press, 12 July 1963
'R uuuble'
Comberton
Molly dancer
Russell Wortley collection
notes: 'Rumble' appears to have been a nickname, since there is no-one of that name
present in the village in 1881 or 1891 (orfor that matter anyone named e.g. Rumble/ow)
Saberton, Ceci l 'Ci.s'; died March 1989 aged 68
Little Downham
Molly dancer (with the boys' team)
George Frampton collection
Saberfon, Ernest George 'Deaf D i.elk'; died 10 Nov 1956 aged 57
Little Downham
Musician for Molly dancers

George Frampton collection

Sanmnel, Mr. ?
Great Shelford
Molly dancer
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Russell Wortley collection
notes: the 1881 Census gives no-one of the name Samuel living in either of the Shelfords.
However, there are 6 possibilities of the right sort of age living in nearby Hauxton, viz.
Smith (born 1859), Charles (born 1861), Arthur (born 1865), George (born 1866), James
(born 1868) and William (born 1874). All but Arthur are sons of William Samuel, whilst
Arthur is the son of a Joseph Samuel
Sergeant, Abso lom.; died 7 Dec 1901 aged 69

Harlton
Musician (fiddle) for Comberton Molly dancers
Russell Wortley collection
*S !haw, Larry

Cambridge area
Musician for Madingley Molly dancers
Russell Wortley collection
notes: no Larry Shaw is listed in the 1881 Census surname index or 1891 Census for
Madingley itself

* Shaw, Mr.
Cambridge area
Musician for Molly dancing
Cambridge Independent Press, 17 January 1846

* § !haw, .Mr.
Cambridge area
Musician for Hardwick Molly dancers
Russell Wortley collection
notes: it is plausible that Larry Shaw is indeed the Mr Shaw who played for the
Hardwick dancers based on the timespan and proximity to Madingley from circumstantial
evidence noted by Russell Wortley in separate notes collected twelve years apart. It
was further commented that the Hardwick dancers did on at least one occasion perform
the College Hornpipe, "in conjunction with the Madingley set". They made no trouble if
one collecting box got more filled than another. Rupert Croft-Cooke, a better authority on
the Travelling People than most, commented that those he did befriend were reluctant to
tell him their true name, causing confusion when meeting their friends, family or
colleagues who knew them differently ! This might explain why Larry Shaw was not easily
identifiable in census returns, either because he was out of the area at the time, was
never visited by an enumerator or gave a different name to that he forwarded to Wortley!

Sih.elton, iFreJl; died Feb 69 aged 80
Little Downham in 1930s
Leader of Molly dancers
Russell Wortley collection; George Frampton collection; obituary in Ely Standard, 27
Feb1969

Sih.elton, Jarrnes A lfreJ 'A lf ; died 2 Oct 1988 aged 87
Little Downham in 1930s
Molly dancer and accordion player
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Russell Wortley collection ; George Frampton collection; obituary in Ely Standard, 6 Oct
1988
Slhelton, Her bert 'Bert' ; died 30 Nov 1976 aged 77
Little Downham in 1930s
Molly dancers
Russell Wortley collection ; George Frampton collection

Slhelton, WnlLiamWill' ; died 17 Jan 1982 aged 89
Little Downham in 1930s
Molly dancer and accordion player
Russell Wortley collection; George Frampton collection; obituary in Ely Standard, 21 Jan
1982

Snnntlli.,
Mr.
Cambridge area
Musician for Molly dancing

Cambridge Independent Press, 17 January 1846
Sutton, !Ben(born 1856)
Swavesey /Over
Musician (piccolo) for Molly dancers
L.M. Mumby, Fen and Upland (1961, Swavesey Village College)
W alkefuelJ , W ulliiam; died 3Aprill 93 7 aged 71
Madingley
Musician ( concertina) for Molly dancing
Russell Wortley collection ; obituary in Cambridge Independent Press, 16 April 1937

Warcll,Wiillnarn'DT!llcllJy'
; died 4 April 1941 aged 83
Comberton
Lord of Molly dancers
Russell Wortley collection ; obituary in Cambridge Independent Press, 11 April 1941

Webster, Job; died 18 Oct 1944 aged 74
Over
Musician (fife) for Molly dancers
L.M. Mumby, Fen and Upland (1961, Swavesey Village College)

W lheeler, Alfrecll(born 1856)
Swavesey /Over
Musician (?) for Molly dancers
L.M. Mumby, Fen and Upland (1961 , Swavesey Village College)

notes: The 1881 Census confirms Mumby 's description him as a schoolmaster, who was
born in Salisbury

Wlhnte-lheaJeJ Jaob'
Trumpington
Musician (fiddle) for Molly dancing
Russell Wortley collection
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W iillkiin
, Wnllnann(born 1877)
Milton
Musician (accordion or concertina) for Molly dancers
Russell Wortley collection
W ooJ, lFranlk.; died 1961 aged 74
Ramsey
Straw bear, or straw bear party
personal communication from granddaughter Irene Macdonald (Ouse Washes molly
dancers) , George Frampton collection
Y oungs, Cyr i.l'Spnnney'; died 21 Aug 1980 aged 63
Little Downham
Musician (mouth organ) for boys' Molly dance team
George Frampton collection
George Frampton
August 1999
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the indispensab le directory of folk and related arts.

Established for 35 years, the Folk Directory is undergoing major development. When
published in May 2000 it will be the main directory of the folk world in its broadest sense
with a much increased circulation . As well as a comprehensive guide to the "usual folk
territory", the publication will cover a wide range of music from Traditional English to
Global Dance. Edited by Alan Bearman (Artistic Director of Sidmouth International
Festival) , it will feature articles by key figures in the areas covered and a forward by one
of the folk world's biggest names.
Entries have now closed, but for copies please contact
Cecil Sharp House , 2 Regents Park Rd, London NWl 7AY
Tel:
0171 485 2206

m

JPress

lt'el ea s e: "Root

&

lBranc __"

Root and Branch is a new publication from the EFDSS exploring the diversity and
excellence of English roots and traditional music The first issue, "A NewWorld", was
published in October 1999. Produced for EFDSS by Unknown Public, the award winning
creative music journal on CD, Root & Branch is published twice a year and comes in a
handsomely designed package that includes a CD, articles, essays, facsimiles and
photographs. Root & Branch is sold on subscription, by mail order and at folk festivals
and selected record & book stores .
To subscribe contact
Root & Branch , FREEPOST, RG2558 , P.O. Box 354, Reading RGI 5ZZ
Tel:
+44 (0) 207 402 2789
Fax : +44 (0) 118 931 2582
Cost is £32 for two issues (UK& Europe), $US 50 ( N America & rest of the world)

d d d. dd
lPress

R e l ease:

"More

lHionoureJ

iin t lh.e lBreac lh. t lh.an t lh.e Observ

a nce"

[" positively the last word in Molly dance and Plough Monday research"]
by George Frampton

More Honoured in the Breach than the Observance was commissioned in 1991 but never
published as a result of County Council budget cuts . Eight years later and 112 pages of
text later, it is yours to own for £3 plus an extra 60p for postage and packing. The 1991
work has been updated as necessary . Topics include the Whittlesey

Straw Bear , Plough

Monday in Bal sham, traditions and revivals at Little Downham and F enstanton , research
by Russell Wortley, Joseph Needham and others leading to the revival by Cambridge
Morris Men .. . and a full gazetteer. George has been researching Cambridgeshire ' s Plough
Monday customs since 1984 . He has done time with the Seven Champions and is
regarded as an honorary member of both the Mepal molly men and Cambridge morris
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men on Plough Monday at least! He is also the compiler of the index to persons involved
in Molly and Straw Bear Customs featured in this issue.
Copies may be obtained from him at:
Melrose, Thorn Road, Marden, Tonbridge, Kent TN12 9EJ

m
Last year saw the first year of Maryport's Songs of the Sea festival. The driving force
behind the festival is West Cumbria Tourism Initiative . The music director is Shep
Wooley who is working on next year's line up. Next year's event will include a full
programme of music, songwriting competitions, clog workshops, craft stalls and street
entertainment. It will be held on 18 - 20 August 2000 .
For details contact
Kerry McPhee on 01900 829990 ( e-mail ~@btinternet.com
)
~

"'~

/L_,j. \

Sto!P'lPress: iust receiivedl,. bundlle of sfoff from Ceciil Slhar!P'lHiou se- a selection is presented
here:for more detail ring CSR - number given above
th

Cosnnot eb
Sunday 6 February 20 :00 ''Pop Goes the Century"
"Cosmotheka are best known for their rumbustious renditions of obscure Music Hall
songs"

Si.ellK ·!P'per
Sunday 27th February20 :00 "Vaughan Williams Stole my Song"
""Sid Kipper ... is a man with a mission . He offers a show which tells you everything you
were afraid to ask about folk song but always wanted to ask"
A lbnon lBanJ.
Sunday 5th March
20: 00 In Concert
"The foremost acoustic band in England . . their musical appeal crosses all boundaries .
Current line up is Ashley Hutchings, Kellie While, Ken Nichol, Joe Broughton and Neil
Marshall"
lBrassMonJKey
Wednesday 5th April 20 :00 In Concert
" A rare chance to see one of the most innovative and quintessentially English Folk
Groups... features Martin Carthy MBE, John Kirkpatrick, Howard Evans, Richard
Cheetham and Martin Brinsford"
Also note there is a class on Cotswold Morris Dancing every Tuesday at 19:30. Has
anyone ever been? It would be interesting to hear how it is run - are there regulars, all
ages ... ?
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The arena show on Monday night during the Sidmouth Folk Festival this year was a
showcase of English traditional dance, ritual rather than social, based around the meeting
on Boxing Day 1899 between Cecil Sharp, middle-class composer and folk song collector,
and William Kimber, builder and musician for the Headington Quarry morris dancers. It
had some pertinent comments to make about tradition and change, illustrated with
performances from dance sides from around the country, including some of those which
have been in existence ' since time immemorial'.
The producer, Sue Swift, is to be congratulated on highlighting English traditional culture,
which seems to be so often ignored or belittled by the wider public, and especially for
obtaining such a high profile setting for the show. I am not sure that anybody outside the
Morris world would have appreciated much of the dialogue between Sharp and Kimber
which made up a great part of the humour, but the enjoyment of the many Morris dancers
in the audience was clear from the laughter and catcalls which many of the sallies
received.
David Plummer , playing Kimber, had at first a tendency to shout his lines, which, since he
and Jim Woodland as Sharp wore unobtrusive but effective microphones, grated on the
ear. He performed with relish his role as ' enterer', clanging a handbell with shouts of
'Mayday!' to introduce a tableau of May Day revels, and dashing on to throw into the air a
handful of ' snow' when setting the scene for the fateful Boxing Day meeting. Woodland's
Sharp was by contrast polite, unassuming - and apologetic for his inability to buy
everybody a drink as he suggested an interval at half time!
Sharp had some introductory lines on the subject of ' Merrie England', and a very plain
maypole was brought in, with four plainly-dressed women holding its ribbons. Together ,
these led me to anticipate a representation of the image of May Day as seen by his class in
1899 - I understood the maypole with ribbons held by dancers to have been a continental
import beloved by middle class ' Merrie England' revivalists, who were suspicious of the
huge decorated pole of English tradition, with its disturbing associations of unbridled
enjoyment by the people - what they would have seen as drunken mayhem . However, the
production did not seem to have a clear object in its May Day tableau: the ribbon-holding
women did no dancing and a crowd of rag-coated revellers accompanied by a Jack in the
Green romped about on the stage to the accompaniment of a drum-beat. These may have
been intended to represent a more ancient and robust tradition (although I have to say that
they looked very self-conscious and unsure of quite what to do with themselves), but were
then joined by some very twentieth century dancers.
The maypole was a distraction - having seen the video recording of the performance, I
sympathise with the cameraman who determinedly maintained his focus on those four
women. We all expected some action from them, but they did nothing. Magpie Lane, who
provided the music of the overture and incidental songs throughout the show, here
performed a song about ' Jack in the Green' to introduce the aforementioned revellers. I
admire the group's renditions of traditional songs (and indeed, was disappointed that their
overture had begun before the advertised start time of the show, since I would have been
pleased to have listened to them at length), but I would have liked to have seen a
representation of May a lot more powerful than an inactive maypole, a sweet song and the
self-conscious cavorters of'Jack in the Green'. There's so much out there! What about the
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glorious Minehead Obby Oss, with its accompaniment of song and music? The drums are
a part of the whole, driving the excitement, not just a dull rythym for people to stamp
about to.
The dancing was a good deal more interesting than what had come before. Kimber had the
opportunity to describe the oral tradition of which he was part as he introduced the
dancers. He had some comments to make on the subject of change and continuity that
quite brought a lump to the throat. He also remembered that, as he was taught to dance,
, They showed us to keep our legs straight' - but then he announced the Bampton
Traditional Morris Dancers, whose loose and strolling style is very unlike the brisk
neatness of Headington Quarry - not a straight leg in sight!
Matt Green's solo jig to his own fiddle playing was even more amazing than usual, since
one of his bell pads descended to his ankle as he danced, giving him even more to think
about than a dance and its music, one of which is quite enough for most of us. His lowslung fiddle makes his posture very inwardly-concentrated and there is nothing flashy in
his playing . Such a jig could be seen as limited in its appeal to those of us who know how
difficult it is. In the society of almost infinite ' choice' and instant gratification, is such a
low-key performance overlooked by the passer-by? Cecil Sharp's contention voiced in this
show is that the dances which he and Kimber were trying to bring to the public's attention
are valid in their proper setting, and anybody who has been to Bampton on Whit Monday
has had the evidence shown to them. There, there is no such thing as a 'passer-by' - the
people are there to see the Morris, and the Morris is there because it always has been.
Before and after Matt's performance, we were entertained by the Outside Capering Crew,
a group who wish to catch the attention of those passers-by whether they are in a ' proper
setting' or not Their interpretation of the Morris is deliberately flamboyant, and they have
turned their backs on the inward-looking set of tradition . Their display began with a
fighting-style dance of hobby-horses , performed by all four of the Crew's dancers. The
music, normally associated with the Upton on Severn Stick Dance, was lively and the
dancers wielded their beasts dramatically , but much more impressive (to a Morris
audience anyway) was the next dance, which was the Fool's Jig, performed by the women
of the Crew, Sue Graham and Tracy Seelig (normally seen with Windsor Morris). Brave
women to exhibit that jig in front of the Bampton Morrismen, who could be thought of as
its inheritors, but Wow! there are not many dancers who can perform with such strength
and precision . It was great to see them dancing in the Bampton style, which is very unlike
Windsor's. The following dance, a double broom dance by the men, Simon Pipe and Brian
Mander, was much more of a foolish jig, featuring much messing about and grinning.
Perhaps the order of those dances should have been reversed- the men had been outshone
before they began by the women's magnificent demonstration of leaping over the stick
held in both hands.
Winter followed, introduced (after William Kimber's fun with the fake snow) by Magpie
Lane's rendition of the Copper Family's ' Christmas Song'. This show was an opportunity
to showcase the songs of England as well as its dance, but throughout , the power of the
songs was lost among so much accompanying music. The Christmas Song has magical
imagery of a winter on the farm, and the song performed by Martin Carthy in the second
half has an amusing story to tell, but it was all diluted by the accompaniment. There is
nothing so spine-tingling as a solo voice, unaccompanied , pointing up the details of the
glorious music we have inherited. If even one of the songs had been performed thus, I
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contend that there would have been many converts to the music and song side of 'the
tradition' out there among the dancers in the audience. It happened to me, nearly twenty
years ago. You are missing a lot if your only contact with the tradition is through dance.
But I digress . Winter brought a longsword display by Handsworth Sword Dancers, who
always put on a tremendous show. The sword dancing efforts of ' let's do a bit of
everything' Morris teams just pale into insignificance before this smartly-dressed, needlesharp team with their marvellous driving music. The stepping is exciting, the turns and
jumps dreams of precision. The audience was clapping along with the music as the
dancers marched off the set - a tribute to a great performance.
Magpie Lane sang the Somerset Wassail, with superb drum-beat accompaniment,
interspersed with the setting of the scene for that fateful Boxing Day meeting. The
encounter between Sharp and Kimber was amusingly played, Sharp as absent-minded but
generous once prevailed upon. The Headington Quarry Morris Men, like Bampton, belong
to their home-base and do not need to make special efforts to be eye-catching. There are
dancers who feel that this type of style is not interesting - when Jackstraws ran a workshop
on the Headington style at Sidmouth in 1995, some would-be participants were heard to
say as they left that it was not for them. But how much more of a challenge do you need
than to perfect those excellent lines, those crisp turns? And the brisk pace of the dances is
eye-catching in itself They chose two well-contrasting dances, Laudnum Bunches, with
its energetic capering distinctive figure, and Beansetting, very stationary and inwardlooking.
One way of reaching out to the audience is the use of a fool, of course. A demonstration
on stage is a very different thing from the more usual Morris setting of street performance,
and it is a difficult role, appealing to the spectators while pointing up the dancing rather
than distracting from it It was a pity that the fools of both Headington and Bampton were
very low-key and did not make any appeal to those who were watching. Perhaps the
Cotswold Morris sides need to take some tips from the Tommies and Betties of the best
Rapper sides - or perhaps the Outside Capering Crew should hire themselves out as
dancers flamboyant enough to be fools I
The second half was introduced by the song from Martin Carthy, and a dance from
Bampton to his guitar - which worked quite well as a Morris instrument in his hands,
although possibly dominated by rhythm at the expence of tune. It detracts from a
performance to have the musician out of kit, of course, but Carthy's playing is probably
sufficient compensation!
The relationship between Sharp and Kimber is shown in its later stages in the second half
Here, Sharp is not at all happy with the way the dancing they have taught has been taken
up by imaginative people who have changed it, saying: 'They ...poke it, polish it, they
paint it pink ...'. There followed some demonstrations of some of the ways Morris has been
changed in this century of self-awareness.
First came Flag Crackers of Craven, a large body of rag-coated dancers and an even larger
and more gaudy band, performing a dance in the Border revival style, with plenty of
energy and interesting figures . Border Morris seems to be performed either manically or
intricately by most teams, but few seem to capture the laid-back craziness of the pioneer
team from Malvern, Silurian. Flag Crackers danced to a solo voice singing 'Mad Tom of
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Bedlam' in deliberately ugly style, with the band striking up for the choruses. This was
quite effective at first, the dancers stepping their figures to the song and stamping and
clashing the chorus to the burst of the band's music, but after the second time, the same
sequence had lost its impact, and it was repeated many, many times. This is so often the
case with dances - and with funny ' spots' at Morris weekends. It is not enough to think of
a good idea: that idea needs to be developed, a performance needs to build up to a climax.
I feel this particularly with Border Morris, in which the main appeal- in the absence of
intricate stepping or any pretentions to grace - is the dramatic show.
Cecil Sharp, as played here, was appalled by the inventions , and (Flag Crackers being a
mixed side) by the thought of women dancing in public . This led to an airing of the great
debate, but all treated very light-heartedly - nobody mentioned fertility rites! The Outside
Capering Crew had another opportunity to demonstrate their talents - including singing. I
would have preferred to see another example of the treats available to devotees of the
tradition - a rapper side would have been great, for example. I felt that the Crew had given
us their best in the first half The song and sticking of ' The Happy Man' doesn't thrill in
isolation from the dance, and a further double jig from the men showed us no further
talents (and indeed, without handkerchiefs looked just like so much dashing about with
flapping arms). The four-person baccapipes is lively and action-packed , but I prefer to see
one or two dancers demonstrating precision of stepping in the dance - or Seven
Champions terrorising the victims they use instead of pipes!
Would it have been more appropriate to lead straight into a performance by an all-women
team after discussion of the validity of women's Morris? As it was, Rivington appeared
only after further conversation , but since this included Kimber's emphasis that what really
matters is the standard of the dance, it was an appropriate introduction. They had chosen a
dance in which they demonstrated precision rather than verve, but they certainly put on a
flawless performance. Fielding an enviable number of dancers, they still achieved
admirably straight lines, and the movement into and out of the figures was excellently
executed. The musicians were also out in strength and played a splendid medley of tunes .
A supposed assault by one of the Rivington dancers upon Sharp was the subject of a very
amusing exchange between our protaganists , milking the audience with lines such as
' You'll have men and women dancing together' (cheers) and ' You'll have people from all ...
cultures ...people from all social levels, all singing and dancing together' (huge cheers).
And then we had a quite splendid example of men and women dancing together - the
exciting project which has been taking place at Brighton , producing a side called Step
Back, of mixed sex but fortunate enough to have recruited personnel of similar build to
one another. Under the spotlights, with whiteshirts picked out by the ultra-violet , they
were almost uncannily together.
Their performance started with a solo clog dancer, and the Morris dancers appeared first
of all as a ghostly background to her percussive rhythym. Their flowing yet punchy
interpretat ion of the music was further accentuated by the step dancer who then appeared
in their midst , performing in hard shoes a dance which seemed to be influenced by Irish

step, and yet fitted perfectly with the clogging as the first dancer moved to join her on
centre stage. The Morris dancers wear no bells, which was marvellously appropriate for
this first set. In the later dances, however , I very much missed the percussion which the
clogs gave to the dancing - especially since the music was provided by Chris Woods's
fiddle. There was a lot of embroidery in the music, but not a lot of beat.
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The jig. which introduced the second set was. preceded by a great deal of embroidering of
'Princess Royal' , and the first dancer's style seemed to reflect the music. He looked as
though he was practising in an upstairs ~ trying not to awaken the neighbours below lots of sweeping movements but lacking power. Then, strangely, the second dancer, who
joined in behind him, was so similar in movement she was like his shadow , but she
projected all the power he lacked. Her stepping was springy and her movements somehow
more positive.
Their final set was to the tune of ' Step Back' and showed all six women and four men,
beautifully timed except when the music became all rhythym and no tune, when some of
dancers, not surprisingly, lost their place. I would suggest that the tune is important as an
aide memoire for the dancers and as part of the entertainment for the audience - stringing
together chords, however rhythmically, irritates me both as dancer and spectator .
Kimber won the day - or certainly carried the audience with him - with his championing of
change , but it was appropriate that the last to perform were the Headington men once
again, reminding us that we are celebrating that centenary. It would be too glib to look at
that meeting and say ' The rest is history' - Sharp was at that time pursuing traditional
songs, and was really only interested in the Morrismen's music. No doubt it would have
complicated the plot to try to include the influence of Mary Neal, and Sharp did sterling
work in, as the script has him say, giving the traditional culture of England back to us.
Thus it is from that meeting that we date the 'r ebirth' of Morris dancing. I'm looking
forward to what the next century will bring.
Shirley Dixon
January 2000
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I have to start this review by saying that I don't recall ever having seen Bernard Wrigley
perform. If you have, you might disagree with my views and think that I am completely
unqualified to give any view of his book.
My assessment is that this book is one which people would buy if they have enjoyed a
performance of Bernard Wrigley's and want to remember it or to perform something from
it.

For those who have not seen Bernard Wrigley in action, let me describe the book. There
are 34 songs and monologues, the majority being songs. Wrigley ' s writing is about
Lancashire and a fairly nostalgic view of life there. I wonder how Lancastrians would see
his work? His humour reminds me of the working men's club comedians I used to see on
some TV programme in the 70s - but without the awful sexism and racism of that era.
However, the genre is of old stereotypes.
Many of the items are, in truth, old jokes e.g. the one where a woman's husband comes
home unexpectedly so she pushes her naked lover into the bathroom, the husband goes
into the bathroom and sees the lover slapping at the wall. The lover claims to be a mothcatcher from the council and, when asked why he's naked, looks down in horror and
exclaims, "the little b****rs've eaten my clothes!" (It's the way I tell 'em .) Although I
don't find such items or topics offensive, I don't find these items are done very
appealingly to me and it all seems a bit hackneyed humour - but then Wrigley has spent
many years building his repertoire and this is his first book. Topics covered include:
vasectomy , being sick after drinking, the black pud stud, tripe, leaky clogs, the mute
Lancelot with Guinevere's guillotine chastity belt, farting, exploding loos, bogeys, Sid
Farouk ' s one-eyed trouser snake, the effects of sudden diarrhoea .. . something of dubious
taste for everyone and probably made it a must-have buy for many of you'
In contrast, there are some quite poignant items, for example, The Half-Timer - about a
child who works a half-shift at a factory then goes to school and tries to stay awake all
day.
The tunes in the book are mostly quite simple and slip easily into the memory . There are
guitar chords also. Some tunes are written impossibly high (for music buffs - up to the C
two octaves above middle C!), so they need taking down an octave or some other interval
to make them comfortable to sing for mere mortals.
All in all, I can't think of anyone I know who would enjoy receiving this book. If your
taste is different from mine, it is only a fiver. You can tell from the above that Wrigley's
Writings are not to my taste . I'll look out for him at festivals and see whether his reputedly
larger than life character and performance can reverse my opinion .
FizMarkham
December 1999
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This book is a collection of poems by these two Lancashire brothers . The two brothers had
written and performed their poetry for many years. Their partnership ended with Alan' s
untimely death in 1992, but Les continues.
I really liked their material. The writing is quite vibrant and witty. The poems are well
honed . Every line tells you something of the story of the poem. For some poems I'm sure
the punch line would elicit a groan from the reader or audience, but you would have
enjoyed the journey to it so much you would still be laughing as you groaned . For
example, The Lone Ranger where he and Tonto go to a pub on a cold night, but the
landlord bans Tonto, who goes outside and runs around to keep warm. Hours later,
someone rushes in and asks for the Lone Ranger to go outside as his Injun's stilt running
(Groan!) This book also includes a few items which are sad, such as No Time for Skrikin'
(I think this means shirking) about a man enlisting for the Great War and being killed.
This poem is in Lancashire dialect as are several other poems, but still readable .
Topics you wouldn't discuss in front of the easily shocked are also the subject of some
poems - but done in a way I much preferred in comparison to Wrigley's Writings . For
example, vasectomy, the vagaries of men directing pee straight, the theft of a police
station's loo and sudden diarrhoea which represent a shorter list than Wrigley's Writings
and still probably make it a must-have buy for some of yout
At four pounds (for us southern softies, that's two pints of beer) I think this book is a
bargain, and especially to anyone with a fondness for Lancashire. Having read the book I
would definitely want to see Les Bond perform - I am sure I would be laughing till I cried
and would probably keep my hankie in action for any sadder items.
Fiz Markham
December 1999

m
Both books are available through Landy Publishing at
"Acorns", 3 Staining Rise, Staining, Blackpool FY3 0BU
Tel/Fax
01253 895678
Lancashire Bonds (48pp paperback) is £4; Wrigley's Writings (60pp paperback) is £5.
Overseas customers should add £3 for postage and packing.
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